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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mini-Project #2 is out!
• It is now due April 2nd.  

• ELMS link: 
https://myelms.umd.edu/courses/1218364/assignments/4389208

Grading of Mini-Project #1:
• Have people had projects graded purely on ELMS before?

• (I don’t want to print 1500 pages of PDF.)
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QUICK SHOUT-OUT
The DC area has a very active data science community.
• datacommunitydc.org/

• meetup.com/Data-Science-DC/

Events cover:
• Languages (Python, Ruby, …)

• Frameworks (TF, DL, …)

• Workshops, one-off talks, etc.

Recommendation:
• March 20th: “Practical Optimization for Stats Nerds” by the lead 

data scientist from GrubHub.  (Free food!)
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Just one day’s worth of events!
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TODAY’S LECTURE
Introduction to machine learning
• Alternative method to solving OLS: gradient descent!

• Basic TensorFlow example

• Linear models for classification

Thanks to: Zico Kolter (CMU) & Hector Corrada Bravo (UMD)
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RECALL:
LINEAR REGRESSION AS ML
Last class, we derived a closed-form solution to the ordinary 
least squares (OLS) problem.  Quiz:
1. Hypothesis function:   ????????

• Linear hypothesis function 

2. Loss function:   ????????
• Squared error loss

3. Optimization problem:   ????????
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RECALL:
OLS IN MATRIX FORM
Rewrite inputs:

Rewrite optimization problem:
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Each row is a feature vector paired 
with a label for a single input

m labeled inputs

n features



RECALL:
OLS AND GRADIENTS
For a function                           the gradient is a vector of all n
partial derivatives:

Last class, we set the gradient to zero and solved OLS 
analytically:
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Gradient of f(x,y) = xe−(x2 + y2)

✓ = (XTX)�1XT y



QUESTION FROM 
LAST CLASS #1

I mean, right?
Requires a square matrix 
• What does this mean in words (training data, features) ????????

• Number of labeled training examples = number of features

Also requires linearly independent features
• No “useless data,” maintains full rank of X

Thus we have                   , or an exact fit to the input data
• We’ll talk about overfitting and how to handle it later.
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QUESTION FROM 
LAST CLASS #2
A norm is a function that assigns:
• A strictly nonzero size for any vector in a vector space
• Exactly zero size to (only the) zero vector
You are familiar with the Euclidean norm:
• Distance from (x1, y1) to (x2, y2) is sqrt( (x2-x1)2 + (y2-y1)2 )

You are also familiar with the Manhattan norm:
• Distance from x to y is ∑i |xi – yi|

These are instantiations of the p-norm:
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TODAY:
GRADIENT DESCENT
We used the gradient as a condition for optimality
It also gives the local direction of steepest increase for a 
function:

Intuitive idea: take small steps against the gradient.

11Image from Zico Kolter

If there is no increase, 
gradient is zero = local 
minimum!



GRADIENT DESCENT
Algorithm for any* hypothesis function                            , loss 
function                               , step size     :
Initialize the parameter vector:
•

Repeat until satisfied (e.g., exact or approximate 
convergence):
• Compute gradient:
• Update parameters:

12*must be reasonably well behaved



EXAMPLE
Function: f(x,y) = x2 + 2y2

Gradient:  ??????????

Let’s take a gradient step 
from (-2, +1):

Step in the direction (-4, -
2), scaled by step size
Repeat until no movement
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rf(x, y) =


2x
4y

�

rf(�2, 1) =
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GRADIENT DESCENT 
FOR OLS
Algorithm for linear hypothesis function and squared error 
loss function (combined to                            , like before):

Initialize the parameter vector:
•

Repeat until satisfied:
• Compute gradient:
• Update parameters:
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GRADIENT DESCENT IN 
PURE(-ISH) PYTHON

Implicitly using squared loss and linear hypothesis function 
above; drop in your favorite gradient for kicks!
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# Training data (X, y), T time steps, alpha step
def grad_descent(X, y, T, alpha):

m, n = X.shape # m = #examples, n = #features
theta = np.zeros(n)    # initialize parameters
f = np.zeros(T)        # track loss over time

for i in range(T):
# loss for current parameter vector theta
f[i] = 0.5*np.linalg.norm(X.dot(theta) – y)**2
# compute steepest ascent at f(theta)
g = X.T.dot(X.dot(theta) – y)
# step down the gradient
theta = theta – alpha*g

return theta, f



PLOTTING LOSS OVER TIME

Why ????????

16Image from Zico Kolter



ITERATIVE VS ANALYTIC 
SOLUTIONS
But we already had an analytic solution!  What gives?
Recall: last class we discuss 0/1 loss, and using convex 
surrogate loss functions for tractability
One such function, the absolute error loss function, leads to:

Problems ????????
• Not differentiable!  But subgradients?

• No closed form!

• So you must use iterative method
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LEAST ABSOLUTE 
DEVIATIONS
Can solve this using gradient descent and the gradient:

Simple to change in our Python code:
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for i in range(T):
# loss for current parameter vector theta
f[i] = np.linalg.norm(X.dot(theta) – y, 1) 
# compute steepest ascent at f(theta)
g = X.T.dot( np.sign(X.dot(theta) – y) )
# step down the gradient
theta = theta – alpha*g

return theta, f



Transform your data into a unitless scale
• Put data into “standard deviations from the mean” units

• This is called standardizing a variable, into standard units

Given data points x = x(1), x(2), ..., x(m):

Say we do this to our data first and then solve for    , then we 
need to “un-standardize” the parameter vector back to:

STANDARDIZING FEATURES
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STANDARDIZED FEATURES

Final line uses the Numpy stack function, which “stacks” 
sequences of arrays along a specific axis (default axis=0).
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# Standardize features before running gradient descent
X0 = X[:,:-1]       # don’t scale the constant feature
meanX = np.mean(X0, axis=0)    # vector of n means
stdX = np.std(X0, axis=0)      # vector of n stdevs
X0 = np.stack([ (X0 – meanX)/stdX, 

np.ones((X.shape[0], 1)) ])

# Call gradient descent using standardized data
theta, f0 = grad_descent(X0, y, 100, 0.0001)

theta[:-1] = theta[:-1]/stdX # spread theta
theta[-1] = theta[:-1].dot(meanX)  # bias theta



WHAT ABOUT OTHER 
FRAMEWORKS?
TensorFlow:
• Open source codebase out of Google Brain

• Framework for large-scale, distributed machine learning in 
heterogeneous environments (GPUs, CPUs, …)

Installation:
• Easy to install for Anaconda, although requires a bit more: 

https://www.tensorflow.org/versions/r0.10/get_started/os_setup#anaconda_installation

• AFAIK this is only the CPU version of TensorFlow, so if you 
want to do Real Stuff™ you may need to get lower level

We’ll talk about this more in the next lecture(s) with 
stochastic gradient descent, and will compare against Scikit
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OLS VIA GRADIENT DESCENT 
IN TENSORFLOW

The data are two dimensional (x,y) pairs, so we’re trying to 
learn two parameters W, the slope, and b, the intercept
• The variable class stores tensors representing some 

parameters (for now, just think of these as vectors)
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import tensorflow as tf
import numpy as np

# Create training data on line y = x * 0.1 + 0.3
x_data = np.random.rand(100).astype(np.float32)
y_data = x_data * 0.1 + 0.3

# We’ll try to find weights W; set up linear model
W = tf.Variable(tf.random_uniform([1], -1.0, 1.0))
b = tf.Variable(tf.zeros([1]))
y = W * x_data + b

Thanks: tensorflow.org



OLS VIA GRADIENT DESCENT 
IN TENSORFLOW

We’ve now set up a simple data flow graph.  Roughly 
speaking, we’ve:
• Generated or loaded our data; 
• Defined a hypothesis function which will perform inference

(i.e., will output prediction fors us);
• Defined a loss function, which will use that inference portion of 

the graph to generate loss; and 
• Given an optimizer and training method used to learn.
But we haven’t run anything yet …
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# Minimize the mean squared errors.
loss = tf.reduce_mean(tf.square(y - y_data))
optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(0.5)
train = optimizer.minimize(loss)



OLS VIA GRADIENT DESCENT 
IN TENSORFLOW

That last line is the first time anything is actually “run” – in 
this case, to fully initialize the data flow graph
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# Initialize variables and the data flow graph
init = tf.initialize_all_variables()
sess = tf.Session()
sess.run(init)

# Run 200 iterations of training (gradient descent)
for step in range(201):

sess.run(train)
if step % 20 == 0:

print(step, sess.run(W), sess.run(b))

Very complicated compared to simple OLS using Scikit-
Learn!  But a much more general and robust model.



LINEAR 
CLASSIFICATION
We used inputs to per capita income, time, and gasoline to 
predict the average list price of a house:
• Regression problems predict a continuous outputs. 

Earlier, we used a BOW approach and TF-IDF to form features 
for documents, then used those features to classify 
documents into likes_cats or hates_cats:
• Classification problems predict a categorical outputs.

• Binary classification: predict {-1, +1}

• Multiclass classification: predict {1, 2, 3, … k} 

If order and scale of the labels don’t make sense, then it is a 
classification problem, not a regression problem.
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BINARY 
CLASSIFICATION
Can we use linear regression to predict categorical outputs?
• E.g., for y = {likes_cats = +1, hates_cats = -1}, interpret

positive predictions as likes_cats, negative as hates_cats?

Real-world example (defaulting on a loan):
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Linear regression p(Default | Balance)



BINARY CLASSIFICATION: 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION
Instead of using a numeric representation of a categorical 
variable Y, we will model p(Y = y | X = x):
• Binary classification, p(Y = 1 | X = x), or simply p(x)

We will fit a linear model related to p(x) because linear 
regression doesn’t work (why ????????)
• Need something that varies beyond y = p(x) ∈ [0,1]

• Non-normal-distributed Y?

The logit function plots the log-odds
of a probability p:
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Hmmm …



BINARY CLASSIFICATION: 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION
One can think of the mean of a binomial variable as a 
proportion (e.g., E[X∈ {0,1}] = 0.54 means 54% of Xi = 1)
The odds are the ratio of the two possible outcomes: p/1-p
Example: flipping a weighted coin
• P(Heads) = 0.6

• P(Tails) = 1 – P(Heads) = 0.4

Odds of getting Heads = 0.6/1-0.6 = 0.6/0.4 = 1.5
Odds of getting Tails = 0.4/1-0.4 = 0.4/0.6 = 0.6666…
Odds ratio: 1.5 / 0.6666… = 2.25
• You are 2.25x more likely to flip Heads than Tails
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BINARY CLASSIFICATION: 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION
Perform the logit transform on odds and form a linear model:

Now this is just a linear regression problem!
Can translate back into a probability π

So this tells you, given a learned linear model, what the 
probability π of an event occurring is given input value x
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INTERPRETING LOGISTIC 
REGRESSION

Say you’ve fit a model to the balance vs. default dataset:
• The odds that a person defaults (Y=1) increase by e0.0055 = 

1.00552 for every unit increase (extra $) in their balance

• Compare to linear regression interpretation ?????????
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# Basic logistic regression in Scikit-learn
clf = linear_model.LogisticRegression(C=1)
clf.fit(X, y)

term estimate std.error statistic p.value
(Intercept) -10.6513 0.3612 -29.4922 0
balance 0.0055 0.0002 24.9531 0



LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
What is going on behind the scenes with 
linear_model.LogisticRegression …?
We need to estimate the parameters β for this model:
• Want to find the parameters β that maximize the likelihood of 

the observed data

Using what model?
• Bernoulli, aka weighted coin flips

Solved via nonlinear, but convex, maximization problem:
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max

�0,�1

X

i:yi=1

log(p(xi)) +

X

i:yi=0

log(1� p(xi))



MULTIPLE LOGISTIC 
REGRESSION
Generalizes beyond a simple slope and intercept:

If I am a student (studentYes=1), do my odds of defaulting 
increase or decrease, and by how much ????????
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term estimate std.error statistic p.value
(Intercept) -10.8690 0.4923 -22.0801 0.0000
balance 0.0057 0.0002 24.7376 0.0000
income 0.0000 0.0000 0.3698 0.7115
studentYes -0.6468 0.2363 -2.7376 0.0062



NEXT CLASS:
SPRING BREAK!

THEN, STOCHASTIC GRADIENT DESCENT!
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